TURNING TARGET SYSTEM

FREQUENTLY ASKED QUESTIONS

Q:
A:

How long does the battery last on each charge?
About 2 – 2.5 hours

Q:
A:

How long does it take to charge the battery?
About 1.5 hours

Q:
A:

What happens if the bottom clamp or cord gets destroyed?
We provide extra clamps and cord with each system. If you need more, we can sell you
replacement parts, or you can purchase these items from most local hardware stores.

Q:
A:

Can I use any target or do I need to purchase targets from your store?
Any standard size paper target or single wall cardboard backer can be used.

Q:
A:

If I purchase a single system now, can I upgrade it to a double system later?
Yes, we can offer an upgrade kits to convert single systems into doubles. Contact us for
pricing information.

Q:
A:

Can the system be run continuously using electric rather than battery power?
Yes, the system will run on standard household electric. Just use the charging cable
to power the system. Make sure you remove the motor battery before running it while
it’s plugged in.

Q:
A:

The website says the frame is made of AR500 steel. What calibers can I use?
Any handgun or rifle caliber can be used as long as the velocity is less than 3,000 fps
at the target and the energy is less than 2,000 ft./lbs. at the target.

Q:
A:

What is the warranty on the electronic components?
We offer a 1-year limited manufactures warranty on the entire system. Read our
product warranty document for more details.

Q:
A:

Are the electronic components waterproof?
No. The electronics are water resistant but you should refrain from using the system in
the rain.

Q:
A:

Can I leave the target system outside?
The motor is designed so it can be quickly removed from the frame. The motor and
electronic components should be stored inside but the frame and base can be left
outside in any weather conditions.

Q:
A:

What happens if I accidently shoot the frame?
The frame is made of hardened AR500 steel and cannot be damaged by standard
ammunition. Make sure you follow all safety guidelines as detailed in our set-up
instruction manual.

Q:
A:

Can I link multiple targets together so they can all be controlled by one remote control?
Yes, up to (10) motors can be paired to a single remote control.

Q:
A:

Are multiple frequencies available in case we want to have multiple independent
training courses set up at the same time and controlled with different remote units?
Yes, there are over 40 different frequencies to choose from.

Q:
A:

Will the target work in windy conditions?
We recommend using the system when wind gusts are less than 20-25 mph.

Q:
A:

Can the system be programed to run through a specific timed sequence?
No. The automated modes generate a random sequence. There are different
settings to determine the amount of time the target is concealed and the amount of
the target is exposed. Each setting provides a variable time range so the sequence is
always completely unpredictable.

